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By Tanith Lee

DAW BOOKS, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. A vampiric
Snow White whose pious stepmother is her only salvation. A supernatural Cinderella who strikes at
midnight, leaving behind a prince mad with desire. A sleeping beauty never meant to be woken. In
her World Fantasy Award-nominated short story collection, Red as Blood, Tanith Lee deconstructed
familiar fairy tales, recapturing their original darkness and horror in haunting new interpretations.
Behind gilded words and poised princesses, she exposed a sinister world of violence, madness, and
dangerous enchantments. With Redder than Blood, Lee resumes the tradition of twisting tales.
Among its nineteen tales, this volume explores unnerving variations of Beauty and the Beast, The
Frog Prince, Snow White, and other classics, including three never-before-published stories. A
recognized master fantasist, Tanith Lee has won multiple awards for her craft, including the British
Fantasy Award, the World Fantasy Award for Life Achievement, and the Bram Stoker Award for
Lifetime Achievement in Horror.
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ReviewsReviews

Certainly, this is the finest job by any publisher. I was able to comprehended almost everything out of this published e ebook. You wont truly feel monotony
at at any moment of the time (that's what catalogues are for concerning should you question me).
-- Gr a ciela  Em a r d-- Gr a ciela  Em a r d

Absolutely essential study ebook. It is among the most remarkable book i have got read through. You will like how the article writer compose this pdf.
-- Jessie Ra u-- Jessie Ra u
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